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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

People sleep less in response to setting social clocks earlier relative to the sun clocks. We
proposed here a model-based approach for estimating sleep loss as the difference between
weekend and weekday risetimes divided on the difference between weekend risetime and weekday bedtime. We compared this approach with a traditional approach to estimating sleep
curtailment as the difference in weekly average sleep duration in two conditions. Weekday and
weekend sleep times reported for 320 samples provided possibility of testing whether evening
types with later weekend sleep times and larger social jetlag differ from morning types with
earlier weekend sleep times and smaller social jetlag on amount of sleep lost (1) throughout the
week and (2) in response to an advance of weekday wakeups, for instance, after the expected
installation of perennial Daylight Saving Time (DST). We found that (1) an amount of sleep lost
due to advancing shift of weekday wakeups depends upon neither chronotype nor weekend
sleep times nor social jetlag, (2) a very large amount of sleep is usually lost by evening types with
later weekend sleep times and larger social jetlag and (3) an essential sleep loss is caused by our
usual work/school schedules, even in morning types with early weekend sleep times and small
social jetlag. As compared to such permanent sleep losses experienced by any types, an additional
loss due to switching from Standard Time (ST) to perennial DST are expected to be relatively
small. We also found that the traditional way of calculation of sleep curtailment leads to paradoxical conclusions, such as (1) sleep loss is larger when social jetlag is smaller, not larger, (2) sleep
loss is larger when weekend sleep times are earlier, not later, (3) despite 1-h difference between
two student samples in weekday wakeups, their sleep losses can be identical.
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Introduction
People tend to sleep less when social clocks are set
earlier relative to the sun clocks. Recently, Giuntella
and Mazzonna (2019) demonstrated that employed
people living on the late sunset side of a time zone
border slept, on average, 19 fewer minutes than
employed people living on the opposite side of the
border (in neighboring US counties). Health index
dropped by 0.3 standard deviations when people were
living on the late sunset side of the border compared to
the index of people living on the early sunset side
(Giuntella and Mazzonna 2019). Gu et al. (2017)
reported that risk for total and many specific cancers
increased from the east to the west in a time zone and
VoPham et al. (2018) found that an increase in
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longitude moving east to west within a time zone
significantly increased the risk of developing hepatocellular carcinoma. Moreover, the results presented
online by Jagnani (2019) indicated that, in near equatorial countries, later sunset times are associated with
fewer hours of sleep and poorer academic performance.
The occurring twice a year switches between
Daylight Saving Time (DST or “summertime”) and
Standard Time (ST or “wintertime”) are expected to
be soon ended in the EU and several states of the USA.
Would clocks be set in a way that does not make
people sleep less year-round? Chronobiologists and
sleep researchers are alarming about the negative
effects on sleep and health of maintaining perennial
DST as compared to the effects from installing
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perennial ST with noon occurring when the sun is
overhead. Several international chronobiological and
sleep societies insisted that, after ending the clock
changes twice a year, the best choice for EU,
California and any other places around the world
would be to set social clocks to year-round ST
(EBRS 2019; ESRS 2019; Roenneberg et al. 2019b;
Skeldon and Dijk 2019; SRBR 2019; Watson 2019).
However, only one-third of several million respondents voted for setting year-round “winter time”,
whereas more than a half of the respondents voted
for constant “summer time” in an EU public international consultation (European Commission 2018).
One of possible explanations of such amazing
choice of the majority of respondents (e.g.
Roenneberg et al. 2019a) suggests simple misunderstanding around the terms “winter time” and “summer time”. They might be associated with a shorter
natural daylight interval during “winter time” and
a longer daylight interval during “summer time”,
while, in fact, the switching between DST and ST
has nothing to do with the seasonal variation in
photoperiod. If this explanation is correct, then one
way of challenging the dominated public opinion
would be to estimate the amount of sleep that is
expected to be lost due to setting social clocks earlier
relative to the sun and biological clocks.
Wittmann et al. (2006) introduced the term
“social jetlag” to determine a misalignment
between social and biological clocks and proposed
to quantify it by calculation of a difference
between when a person wakes up and goes to
sleep on free days and when he/she wakes up
and goes to sleep for work/school days. They also
suggested that this kind of misalignment would be
most pronounced in “late chronotypes” (or, in
other terms, E[vening]-types as opposed
to M[orning]-types) “who substantially have to
readjust their temporal habits to social demands,
i.e. having to get up early without being able to
advance their circadianly controlled sleep-onset”
(Wittmann et al. 2006). In the mentioned above
report of Giuntella and Mazzonna (2019), the
effects of 1-h difference in sunset time were larger
among individuals with early working schedules
and children of school age. Therefore, individual
chronobiological differences between people as
well as the differences in the extent of misalignment between their biological clocks and social
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clocks would be taken into account in evaluations
of sleep curtailment caused by setting social clocks
earlier relative to the sun and biological clocks.
Individual variation in vulnerability to sleep loss
would, in particular, predict that such a setting will
be favoring exclusively early chronotypes thus
ignoring the negative consequences for sleep and
health of late chronotypes.
Here, we suggested that it is necessary to replace
a traditional approach to estimation of sleep curtailment from weekday and weekend sleep times in
two conditions by a new approach and we illustrated such necessity by comparing the estimates
of sleep curtailment in samples with distinct (Mand E-) chronotypes, earlier and later sleep timing
on free days; smaller and larger social jetlag; later
and earlier weekday wakeups. When the results of
applying the traditional and new approaches are
compared, what would be the answers to such
questions as: Does early chronotype or early weekend sleep times or small social jetlag let people (1)
sleep more and (2) lose fewer minutes of sleep
after a shift from later to earlier wakeups, in particular, due to the expected installation of perennial
DST? The results of applying the two approaches
were illustrated by the examination of the following two hypotheses:
E-types (with later sleep timing on free days and
larger social jetlag) compared to M-types (with
earlier sleep timing on free days and smaller social
jetlag)
(1) sleep less throughout a 7-day week consisting of 5 working/school days and 2 free
days, and
(2) will lose even more sleep when responding
to earlier weekday wakeups, for example,
after installation of perennial DST.
Methods
Samples

Bed- and Risetimes on weekdays and weekends (or,
in general, free days) were collected form the journal
papers. Sleep times for approximately a half of the
analyzed here samples were previously used as an
input to the model of sleep-wake regulating
processes to simulate weekday and weekend time
courses of Slow-Wave Activity (SWA), an
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electroencephalographic marker of these processes
(Putilov and Verevkin 2018; Putilov et al. 2019;
Figure 1).
Since sleep times dramatically vary with age (i.e.
early chronotypes are mostly children and people
over 50, while late chronotypes are mostly adolescents and young adults), we enlarged this dataset
to 320 samples by searching for the new samples
mostly in most recent publications (years 2018 and
2019). Such increase in size of the whole collected
dataset provided a possibility of further subdivision of each of eight age subsets into, at least, two
smaller subsets differed in either sleep timing or
social jetlag or weekday wakeups. The sizes of such
age subsets are reported in Supplementary 1 in the
first two tables, Tables S1 and S2 (Supplementary
Tables and Figures). Moreover, Supplementary 2
contains the list 320 samples with sleep times that
were either added more recently for the present
analysis or were previously used for simulation
(see also this simulation in Supplementary 3).
We applied subdivision of the whole set of samples into two subsets in accord with social jetlag,
sleep phase and weekday wakeups. Additionally, we
arbitrarily subdivided the whole set of 320 samples in
accord with year of publication (earlier than year
2014 or later), even-odd number of a sample (after
ranging samples on mean age in a sample), country
(Germany or other countries) and availability of data
on distinct chronotypes (27 paired samples).
Comparison of subsets obtained by such artificial
subdivisions allowed the examination of replicability
of sleep times calculated by averaging over samples
collected without applying such selection criteria as
a limited range of mean ages of study participants,
sex ratio, employment/student status, years of education, outdoors light exposure, season of data collection, geographic location of the sample relative to
the borders of time zone, longitude, latitude and
so on.
Subdivision in accord with social jetlag and sleep
phase

The major subdivisions of the whole set of samples
into two subsets of approximately similar size were
performed in accord with smaller or larger social
jetlag and in accord with earlier or later sleep
phase.

First, we calculated three measures of social jetlag
proposed for its quantitative evaluation (Jankowski
2017; Roenneberg et al. 2007; Wittmann et al. 2006).
However, the way of this calculation slightly differed
from the originally proposed way (see also the limitation paragraph in Discussion). The main difference was in using bed- and risetimes instead of sleep
onsets and offsets. Moreover, we need not calculate
an absolute difference between weekday and weekend times because, due to averaging within each
sample and then over the samples included in
a subset, the obtained mean times always indicated
a delay rather than advance of sleep timing on weekends. Therefore, we termed such an estimate “timelag” rather than “social jetlag” and calculated this lag
as a weekend-weekday difference in either bedtime
or risetime or midway from bedtime to risetime
(either “bedtime-lag” or “risetime-lag” or “midway
time-lag” abbreviated as either “BTL” or “RTL” or
“MTL”, respectively; Tables 1 and S3).
Second, we utilized three measures for subdividing samples into subsets in accord with sleep phase.
Following publications of Roenneberg et al. (2004),
Roenneberg et al. (2007), (2019a), we used a measure
named “sleep corrected weekend midway time”
(MTsc) that is a half of weekly average time in bed
(see below) added to weekend bedtime. Again, it
differed from the originally proposed “sleep corrected midpoint between sleep onset and offset”
due to utilizing for calculations bedtime instead of
sleep onset (Tables 1 and S1).
We also suggested another sleep phase measure
that we need not calculate because this is risetime
on weekends (RTwe; Table 1). The reason for considering it as a measure of sleep phase was that, in
accord with the simulation prediction, clock hour
for wakeups seems to remain stable throughout
the week in the case of spontaneous sleep termination, i.e. irrespective of bedtime that was always
earlier on weekdays or always later on weekends
(Figure 1).
In 26 publications, the estimates of bed- and
risetimes were reported separately for 27 samples
of M- and E-types. These data (27 of 320 samples)
were included in the whole dataset after their
averaging over chronotype (Table S4) while the
pairs of samples of M- and E-types provided the
third subdivision into samples with earlier and
later sleep phases named “Type”. However, only
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. Weekend-weekday difference in sleep timing and duration.
(a) To illustrate the way of calculation of bed- and risetime-lags, bed- and risetimes for two halves of the whole dataset of 320
samples from earlier and later publications (see Table S3, left) are shown along with the time courses of relative value of Slow-Wave
Activity (SWA). Previously, these time courses were obtained by simulating three sleep-wake cycles of the week (Saturday-Sunday,
Wednesday-Thursday and Friday-Saturday) with a model postulating circadian modulation of SWA (bed- and risetimes obtained by
averaging over app. a half of the samples were used as a input; see Putilov and Verevkin 2018; Putilov et al. 2019, and
Supplementary 3). The simulation also suggested that weekend risetime predicted the phase of sleep-wake cycle at which sleep
was spontaneously terminated irrespective of the days of the week. (b) To illustrate that sleep shortening (weekend-weekday change
in time in bed) equaled to the difference between rise- and bedtime-lags, the time course for Wednesday-Thursday and weekday
bed- and risetimes were shifted on the interval of bedtime-lag. (c). To illustrate that actual sleep loss due to earlier weekday
wakeups equaled to risetime-lag, the time course for Wednesday-Thursday and weekday bed- and risetimes were further shifted on
the interval of risetime-lag, i.e. risetime-lag equaled to sleep duration on Friday-Saturday night minus sleep duration on WednesdayThursday; this means that the parameters of the homeostatic process are modulated by the circadian clocks in such a way that sleep
duration increases with advancing circadian phase at which sleep was spontaneously initiated (see also Figure 2c with empirical data
suggesting a very strong correlation between risetime-lag and sleep loss). SWAb and SWAb: To illustrate the impact of circadian
modulation of sleep homeostasis, the sine-form time courses of the upper and lower limits of normal variation in SWA are shown, i.e.
spontaneous initiation of sleep and wake states was predicted to occur at the upper and lower thresholds of the sleep homeostatic
process, respectively. Only further prolongation of wake state above the upper threshold would lead to accumulation of sleep debt,
but the simulation did not reveal it.
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Table 1. Samples sorted into two subsets: weekend and weekday risetimes.
Subdivision

Weekend risetime (RTwe)

two subsets
Sleep time
Bed-time

Rise-time

Time in bed

MTsc

<9:00
Weekday
Weekend
time-lag
Weekday
weekend
time-lag
Weekday
weekend
shortening
Average
sleep loss

Mean
22.71
23.43
0.72
6.81
8.24
1.43
8.10
8.80
0.71
8.30
15.05
3.58

p for

>9:00
SEM
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.06
0.06
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.50
0.05

Mean
23.04
24.31
1.27
7.18
9.71
2.53
8.15
9.41
1.26
8.51
23.57
4.56

Weekday risetime (RTwd)

SEM
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.45
0.05

F1/304
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.576
<0.001
<0.001
0.010
<0.001
<0.001

<7:00
Mean
22.63
23.67
1.03
6.56
8.65
2.09
7.92
8.98
1.06
8.22
20.58
3.78

p for

>7:00
SEM
0.05
0.06
0.04
0.02
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.05
0.04
0.51
0.05

Mean
23.06
24.06
0.99
7.42
9.31
1.89
8.35
9.25
0.90
8.61
18.24
4.36

SEM
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.03
0.07
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.59
0.05

F1/304
<0.001
<0.001
0.562
<0.001
<0.001
0.031
<0.001
<0.001
0.038
<0.001
0.003
<0.001

Bedtime and risetime: Times to go to bed and to wake up, respectively, clock hours (decimals). Time-lag (TL): Weekend-weekday difference for tiseand bedtimes, hours (Figure 1a); Time in bed: Difference between clock hours for risetime and bedtime, hours; Shortening: Reduction of time in
bed calculated as the weekend-weekday difference in time in bed equaled to the difference between rise- and bedtime-lags, hours (Figure 1b);
Average: Weekly average time in bed calculated as one-seventh of the sum of time in bed for 5 weekdays and two weekends, hours; Sleep loss:
Actual sleep loss calculated by dividing risetime-lag on difference between weekend risetime and weekday bedtime (Figure 1c), in %; SEM:
Standard error of mean; Weekend and weekday risetime (RTwd and RTwd): Subdivisions of the whole set of 320 samples into a pair of subsets
(either 155 or 176 samples with RTwd or RTwd earlier than either 9:00 or earlier than 7:00, respectively); p for F1/304: p value for main effect of factor
“Subset” from two-way MANOVAs, the samples were subdivided into eight ages (another factor “Age”, see also sample sizes in Table S1 and
Figures 3 and S2–S4).

27 paired samples were available for analysis of
samples representing this third subdivision into
earlier and late sleep phases (Table 2 and S3).
In overall, the six subdivisions allowed the comparison of two subsets of samples differed on three
indicators of sleep phase named “Type”, “RTwe”
and “MTsc” and on three measures of social jetlag
named “RTL”, “MTL” and “BTL” (Tables 1, left, 2,
S5 and S6, left).

Subdivision in accord with earlier and later
wakeups on weekdays

We also subdivided the whole sample into two
subsets in accord with weekday wakeups. If mostly
people’ biology determines earlier sleep phase and
smaller time-lag (six previous subdivisions), earlier
weekday risetime (seventh subdivision) is expected
to be mostly set by social clocks. Therefore, such
a division into early and late risetimes allowed the
prediction of possible response to constant DST of
people differed in sleep phase and social jetlag. We
used this last subdivision, into earlier and later
RTwd, for testing whether samples with smaller
time-lag and earlier chronotype differed from
samples with larger time-lag and later chronotype

in responsiveness to earlier wakeups. In particular,
such a response is expected after switching from
ST to constant DST (the subsets with later and
earlier RTwd, respectively). Two subsets of samples
with RTwd being earlier and later than 7 a.m. were
compared (Table 1, right).
Moreover, we further subdivided each of these
two subsets into two smaller subsets with either
earlier or later RTwe, either smaller or larger RTL
and so on (Tables S7–S11). Such four-subset division was applied to all eight ages for comparison of
three measures of time-lag (RTL, MTL and BTL;
Tables S7–S9). However, a similar comparison of
two sleep phase measures (MTsc and RTwe; Tables
S10 and S11) was limited to three of eight ages due
to the absence of either samples with earlier phase
(MTsc < 4 a.m.) or samples with later phase (MTsc
> 4 a.m.) among samples of five other ages.

Comparison of paired samples

Additionally, several pairs of samples from separate
studies allowed the examination of differences in sleep
times in two conditions, either with different – earlier
and later – weekday wakeups or during DST and ST
(Tables S6, S12–S15). Therefore, we compared sleep
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Table 2. Samples of distinct chronotypes and samples sorted in two subsets: sleep phase.
Subdivision

Type

two subsets
Sleep time
Bed-time

Rise-time

Time in bed

MTsc

M-type
Weekday
weekend
time-lag
Weekday
weekend
time-lag
Weekday
weekend
shortening
Average
sleep loss

Mean
22.33
23.28
0.94
6.62
8.25
1.62
8.28
8.97
0.68
8.48
16.15
3.52

Sleep corrected midway time (MTsc)
p for

E-type
SEM
0.11
0.19
0.13
0.13
0.22
0.11
0.14
0.16
0.13
0.13
1.08
0.19

Mean
23.34
24.97
1.62
7.42
10.31
2.89
8.07
9.34
1.26
8.43
25.85
5.19

SEM
0.15
0.14
0.13
0.20
0.20
0.19
0.15
0.11
0.16
0.12
1.60
0.17

F1/19
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.002
<0.001
<0.001
0.050
0.016
0.002
0.586
<0.001
<0.001

<4:00
Mean
22.60
23.18
0.57
6.67
8.27
1.59
8.06
9.08
1.02
8.36
16.35
3.36

p for

>4:00
SEM
0.08
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.74
0.06

Mean
23.15
24.38
1.22
7.19
9.61
2.41
8.03
9.22
1.18
8.37
22.73
4.57

SEM
0.08
0.07
0.05
0.05
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.70
0.06

F1/304
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.803
0.210
0.122
0.866
<0.001
<0.001

Type: 27 pairs of samples were selected as representatives of distinct chronotypes (M[orning]- and E[vening]-types); MT (Midway time): Midpoint of
time in bed calculated by adding a half of time in bed to bedtime, clock hours; MTsc (Sleep corrected weekend MT): Weekend bedtime plus a half
of average, clock hours; p for F1/19: p value from two-way rANOVAs for main effect of “Chronotype” (27 paired samples of M- and E-types), the
samples were distributed into eight ages (another factor “Age”, see sample sizes in Table S1); p for F1/304: p value obtained in two-way MANOVAs
for main effect of factor “Subset” (165 samples from the whole set of 320 samples with MTsc > 4:00), the samples were distributed into eight age
groups (another factor “Age”). See also notes to Table 1 and Figures 3, S3 and S4.

times collected in such studies that can be considered
“natural experiments” (see their list in Supplementary
references of Supplementary 1).
A similar “natural experiment” was recognized
in samples of two ages (16+ vs. 18+) in the collected dataset. Earlier age was mostly represented
by high school students with early wakeups due to
early school start time while older age was mostly
represented by college/university students with
much later weekday risetimes (Table S6, right).
Traditional approach to estimation of sleep
reduction

A traditional approach to estimating sleep curtailment (e.g. caused by early wakeups) requires the
calculation of a pair of weekly average sleep durations (e.g. for two conditions, with earlier and later
weekday wakeups) and the following subtraction
of one sleep duration from another. In other
words, sleep curtailment can be, in particular, traditionally calculated as the difference between
sleep durations after later weekday wakeups and
sleep duration after earlier weekday wakeups.
To apply this traditional approach, we estimated
the differences between rise- and bedtimes (“time
in bed”) on weekdays and the differences between
rise- and bedtimes (“time in bed”) on weekends.
These times in bed were further used to calculate

“weekly average time in bed” or, simply, “average”
(in Tables 1–4 and S3–S20) that is one-seventh of
the sum of time in bed for 5 weekdays and two
weekends. This measure is an analog of weekly
average sleep duration in social jetlag studies (e.g.
Roenneberg et al. 2019a), but, again, we used for
our calculations bed- and risetimes instead of selfreported times of sleep onset and offset.
Although such way of calculation of amount of
sleep is very simple, its usefulness for estimation of
sleep loss can be questioned by the results of simulation of weekday and weekend sleep times with a sleepwake regulatory model (Putilov and Verevkin 2018;
Putilov et al. 2019; these simulations are described in
more details in Supplementary). They, as we expected,
confirmed the much earlier published results of simulation of experimental data on circadian variation in
sleep duration (Åkerstedt and Gillberg 1981) suggesting the sine-form 24-h modulation of sleep duration.
The result explained the paradoxical observations of
graduate decreasing rather than increasing in duration of sleep caused by delaying bedtimes due to
prolongation of wakefulness into night and early
morning hours (Daan et al. 1984; Putilov 1995).
Such experimental and modeling results imply that
sleep curtailment can be simply calculated as the
difference between sleep durations in two conditions
only in one case: when in both conditions sleep was
initiated at the same circadian phase, but it was not
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Table 3. Summary on comparisons of samples sorted into two subsets.
Sleep
time
Bedtime

Risetime

Time
in
bed

MTsc

Subdivision
subset
Weekday
weekend
time-lag
in minutes
Weekday
weekend
in minutes
Time-lag
in minutes
Weekday
in minutes
Weekend
in minutes
Shortening
in minutes
Average
in minutes
% to mean
Sleep loss
in %

Year
<2014
5↓≈
8↓≈
7↓≈
−3
5↑≈
8↓≈
−4
7↓≈
−5
6↑≈
5
8↑≈
3
5↓≈
−2
7↑≈
4
1%
6↓≈
−1%
8↓≈

Type
M-type
1↓***
2↓***
6↓***
−41
2↓**
2↓***
−124
6↓***
−76
8↑+
13
4↓***
−22
2↓***
−35
8↑≈
3
1%
4↓***
−10%
2↓***

RTwe
<9:00
4↓***
3↓***
4↓***
−33
4↓***
1↓***
−88
3↓***
−66
5↑≈
−3
2↓***
−37
3↓***
−33
3↓*
−13
−2%
3↓***
−9%
3↓***

MTsc
<4:00
2↓***
1↓***
3↓***
−39
3↓***
3↓***
−80
5↓***
−49
3↑≈
2
7↓≈
−8
6↓≈
−10
5↓≈
−1
0%
5↓***
−6%
1↓***

RTL
<2 h
6↓≈
6↓***
5↓***
−35
7↑*
5↓***
−73
1↓***
−82
7↑*
13
1↓***
−35
1↓***
−47
6↓≈
−1
0%
1↓***
−11%
6↓***

MTL
<1.5 h
7=≈
4↓***
2↓***
−51
6↓≈
4↓***
−77
2↓***
−73
4↓≈
−4
3↓***
−26
4↓***
−22
4↓+
−10
−2%
2↓***
−9%
4↓***

BTL
<1 h
8↑*
5↓***
1↓***
−56
4↓≈
6↓***
−62
4↓***
−55
2↓***
−21
6↓***
−19
7↑≈
1
2↓***
−20
−4%
7↓***
−6%
5↓***

RTwd
<7:00
3↓***
7↓***
8↑≈
2
1↓***
7↓***
−40
8↑*
12
1↓***
−26
5↓***
−16
8↑*
10
1↓***
−23
−5%
8↑**
2%
7↓***

Subdivision: The way of subdividing a set of samples into two subsets; Year: Year (of publication), one of the arbitrary divisions into two subsets (see
Table S3, left); Subset: One of two subsets with earlier weekend sleep timing (see Tables 1, 2, S5 and S6); ↑ or ↓ or =: Value in this subset was
either higher or lower or the same as in another subset with later weekend sleep timing; in minutes: This difference between subsets was
additionally shown in minutes, (−) indicates earlier risetime on weekends, smaller sleep curtailment due to a smaller bed- and risetime-lags and
shortening, and shorter sleep due to shorter weekday, weekend and average time in bed; % to mean: The same difference expressed in
percentage to mean average for two subsets; in %: The difference in actual sleep loss measured in percentage, (-) indicates smaller loss; statistical
analyses (Tables 1, 2, S3, S5 and S6) yielded main effect of factor “Subset” with levels of significance ≈(p > 0.1), +(p < 0.1 or p = 0.05), *(p < 0.05 or
p = 0.01), **(p < 0.01), and ***(p < 0.001); a value in subset was also ranked relative to values obtained by seven other divisions, from the smallest
(1) to the largest (8). See also notes to Tables 1 and S3, Figures 3 and S2–S4.

(e.g. in the cases of sleep initiation on either weekdays
or weekends either after earlier or after later weekday
wakeups).
Estimation of actual sleep loss

Therefore, to take into account the circadian modulation of sleep duration, we proposed another,
model-based approach to calculation of sleep curtailment (e.g. sleep loses due to earlier weekday
wakeups, including sleep losses cause by observing DST).
Weekend-weekday difference in time in bed was
named “sleep shortening” or simply “shortening”. It
equals to the difference between rise- and bedtimelags as illustrated in Figure 1b. The simulation
(Figures 1c and 2c) prompted a measure of sleep
curtailment named “actual sleep loss” or, shortly,
“sleep loss” that is calculated as the difference
between rise- and bedtime-lags (shortening)
expressed in percentage to the difference between
weekend risetime (RTwe) and weekday bedtime

(Tables 1 and S3). In other words, shortening (weekend-weekday difference in time in bed) is expressed
in percentage to time in bed expected in the case of
naturally occurring sleep on Friday-Saturday night,
when bedtime is initiated after the last working/
sleep day, earlier than on weekend, to be spontaneously terminated already in the beginning of first
free day, later than on weekday (Figure 1c).
To provide direct comparison of difference in
the results of using two measures for estimation of
sleep curtailment, the difference between two subsets of samples in weekly average time in bed was
expressed in percentage to mean value obtained by
averaging over these two weekly average times in
bed (Tables 3 and S16–S20). The final results of
such comparison are given in Table 4.
List of time measures

In overall, the bed- and risetimes for weekdays and
weekends were used to calculate the following time
measures (Tables 1–3, S3–S20 and Figure 1):
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Table 4. Summary on comparisons of weekly average time in bed and actual sleep loss.
Sleep
iime
Average

Subdivision
one subset
In minutes
% to mean
sleep loss
In %
One subset
Further subdivision
Two subsets
Average
In minutes
% to mean
sleep loss
In %
One subset
Further subdivision
Two subsets
Average
In minutes
% to mean
sleep loss
In %
“Natural experiment”
Another sample(s)
Sample(s)
Average
In minutes
% to mean
sleep loss
In %

Type
RTwe
M-type
<9:00
3
−13
−2%*
1%≈
−10%***
−9%***
RTwd < 7:00
RTL
<2 h
>2 h
−23
−25
−5%***
−5%***
2%**
3%**
RTwd < 7:00
RTwe
<9:00^
>9:00^
−31
−34
−6%***
−7%***
9%***
7%***
DST vs. ST
Seasonal
Perennial
DST
DST
−10
−4
−2%+
−1%
5%
0%≈

MTsc
RTL
<4:00
<2 h
−1
−1
0%≈
0%≈
−6%***
−11%***
RTwd < 7:00
MTL
<1.5 h
>1.5 h
−27
−23
−5%***
−5%***
2%*
1%*
RTwd < 7:00
MTsc
<4:00^
>4:00^
−20
−37
−4%**
−8%**
7%**
5%**
School start times
Later
Holydays
Early
Early
−31
−64
−6%≈
−12%
14%***
17%

MTL
BTL
<1.5 h
<1 h
−10
−20
−2%+
−4%***
−9%***
−6%***
RTwd < 7:00
BTL
<1 h
>1 h
−26
−26
−5%***
−5%***
4%***
2%***
RTwd
Age
<7:00
16+ 18+
One subset
16+
−23
3
−5%***
1%≈
2%**
8%***
In vs. after school in
University
College
School
School
−9
1
−2%
0%
5%
10%

Subdivision: Division of samples into two subsets; One subset: One of two subsets with earlier sleep timing (Tables 1, 2, S5 and S6); in minutes and
% to mean: The difference between subsets in average measured either in minutes or as percentage to mean average for two subsets; in %: The
difference in actual sleep loss measured in percentage, (-) indicates shorter average and smaller sleep loss in one subset; two subsets: Further
subdivision into two smaller subsets with RTwd < 7:00 and >7:00; ^: For RTwe and MTsc, only three of eight ages were analyzed (see Table S2); Age
(16 + and 18+): Two of eight ages, 16.5–18.0 years and 18.5–23.0 years (Tables S6, right, S17 and S20); DST vs. ST: Seasonal and perennial DST vs.
ST (Tables S13–S15, S19 and S20); School start times: Early vs. later or vs. holidays (Tables S11, S14, S15, S18 and S20); In vs. after school: Early
wakeups when at school age compared to later wakeups in University/College age (Tables S15 and S20); statistical analyses (Tables 1, 2, S4–S10
and S14) yielded main effect of factor “Subset” with levels of significance ≈(p > 0.1), +(p < 0.1 or p = 0.05), *(p < 0.05 or p = 0.01), **(p < 0.01) and
***(p < 0.001). See also notes to Tables 1 and 3.

Time in bed (TiB), hours, = Risetime (RT),
clock hours, – Bedtime (BT), clock hours, +
24 h;
Weekday time in bed (TiBwd), hours, = Weekday
risetime (RTwd), clock hours, – Weekday bedtime (BTwd), clock hours, + 24 h;
Weekend time in bed (TiBwe), hours, = Weekend
risetime (RTwe), clock hours, – Weekend bedtime (BTwe), clock hours, + 24 h;
Averaged time in bed (Average), hours, = (5 *
Weekday time in bed (TiBwd) + 2 * Weekend
time in bed (TiBwe))/7, hours;
Midway time (MT), clock hours, = Bedtime
(BT), clock hours, + (Time in bed (TiB))/2,
hours, – 24 h;
Weekday midway time (MTwd), clock hours, =
Weekday bedtime (BTwd), clock hours, +
(Weekday time in bed (TiBwd))/2, hours, – 24 h;

Weekend midway time (MTwe), clock hours, =
Weekend bedtime (BTwe), clock hours, +
(Weekend time in bed (TiBwe))/2, hours, – 24 h;
Bedtime-lag (BTL), hours, = Weekend bedtime
(BTwe), clock hours, – Weekday bedtime
(BTwd), clock hours;
Risetime-lag (RTL), hours, = Weekend risetime
(RTwe), clock hours, – Weekday risetime
(RTwd), clock hours;
Midway time-lag (MTL), hours, = Weekend midway time (MTwe), clock hours, – Weekday midway time (MTwd), clock hours;
Sleep shortening (Shortening), hours, = Weekend
time in bed (TiBwe), hours, – Weekday time in
bed (TiBwd), hours = Risetime-lag (RTL),
hours, – Bedtime-lag (BTL), hours;
Actual sleep loss (Sleep loss), %, = 100*
Risetime-lag
(RTL),
hours,/(Weekend
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risetime (RTwe), clock hours, – Weekday bedtime (BTwd), clock hours, + 24 h);
Difference in sleep loss, %, = Difference in sleep
loss in one of two conditions, %, – Difference
in sleep loss in another condition, %;
Difference in averaged time in bed, %, = 100 *
(Average in one of two conditions, hours, –
Average in another condition, hours)/(Average
in one of two conditions, hours, + Average in
another condition, hours);
Sleep corrected weekend midway time (MTsc),
clock hours, = Weekend bedtime (BTwe), clock
hours, + Average/2, hours.
Statistical analyses

All statistical analyses were performed with the
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS23,
IBM, Armonk, NY, USA). The estimates derived
from the collected sleep times were related one to
another using the Pearson’s coefficients of correlation
(Figure 2 and Supplementary Figure S1). We performed two-way MANOVAs of 12 (collected and
derived) sleep times (Tables 1, 2 and S2–S6) to test,
for each of these 12 sleep times, significance of main
effect of factor “Subset” (Tables 1, 2 and S2–S6) and its
interaction with the second independent factor “Age”
(see Results and Figures 3, S2–S4). We also run threeway MANOVAs of these 12 sleep times when each of
two subsets was further subdivided into two smaller
subsets to test significance of main effects of two
“Subset” factors (Tables S7–S11) and interaction
between them (see Results and Figure 4). For paired
samples (e.g. M- and E-types), two-way repeated
measure ANOVAs (rANOVAs) were performed.
The second factor was “Age” (Table 2). Paired t-test
was employed for paired samples from “natural
experiments” (Tables S12, S13, S15) in statistical analysis of data from several such pairs of samples of
separate “natural experiments” (Table S14).
Results
Replicability of the results of collection of sleep
times

Comparison of subsets obtained by applying any
of arbitrary ways of subdivision of the whole set of

320 samples into two subsets suggested high
replicability of the results of such approach to
sleep times collection (Supplementary Tables S3
and S4). For example, when we used the year of
publication (before 2014 or later) for such an
arbitrary subdivision of the whole set of samples
into two halves, none of 12 analyzed sleep times
significantly differed in two halves as indicated by
nonsignificant main effects of factor “Subset” in
two-way MANOVAs (Supplementary Table S3,
left). The largest of these differences between
these two halves was 7 min (weekend bedtime)
and the smallest was 1 min (weekday risetime).
Figure 1 illustrates the simulated curves consisting of the points divided by the smallest intervals
of 6 min length each. Therefore, we only way to
show the pairs of subset-averaged sleep times
(weekday and weekend bed- and risetimes)
obtained from earlier and later publications was
to assign any of them to the neighboring points
divided by such a 6-min interval. Figure 1 also
suggested that the fit between empirical sleep
times and their model-based simulation remained
excellent despite using the newly obtained results
of averaging bed- and risetimes with doubled
number of samples as compared to the number
of previously simulated samples.
Relating sleep curtailment to later sleep phase
and larger time-lag

Our proposed measure of sleep curtailment, actual
sleep loss, was introduced here to account for
a profound circadian modulation of sleep duration. Figure 1 illustrates that, due to such circadian
modulation of the parameters of homeostatic sleep
regulation, sleep duration was longer when sleep
was initiated earlier in the evening to becoming
shorter and shorter with sleep being initiated later
and later. Because the simulation predicted that, in
overall, the sleep-wake cycle remained to be
entrained by the circadian clocks throughout the
week, sleep, even when it was initiated at weekday
bedtime (earlier), was expected to be spontaneously terminated at the same circadian clock
time as sleep initiated at weekend bedtime (later).
This mechanism of entrainment provided stability
to the phase of sleep-wake cycle to allow it to
remain in synch with the circadian clocks
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Figure 2. Predictors of risetime lag, sleep shortening and sleep loss.
Lines illustrate linear relationships. (a) and (b) Bed- and risetime-lags (weekend-weekday difference in red- and risetime, respectively) vs.
Sleep shortening (weekend-weekday difference in time in bed) equaled to the difference between rise- and bedtime-lags (a and b,
respectively). (c) and (d) Risetime-lags and sleep shortening vs. actual sleep loss (risetime-lag expressed as percentage to the difference
between weekend risetime and weekday bedtime, (c) and (d), respectively). (e) and (f) Risetime-lags and actual sleep loss vs. weekend
risetime (e and f, respectively).
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Figure 3. Sleep loss and time in bed in two-subset divisions in accord with sleep phase.
(a) Shortening: Sleep shortening calculated as the weekend-weekday difference in time in bed equaled to the difference between
rise- and bedtime-lags (Figure 1b). (b) Sleep loss: Actual sleep loss (Figure 1c) calculated by dividing risetime-lag*100 on the
difference between weekend risetime and weekday bedtime, in %. (c) Weekly average time in bed calculated as one-seventh of the
sum of times in bed for 5 weekdays and two weekends. (d) Time in bed on weekdays and weekends (left and right, respectively).
Two subdivisions of the whole set of 320 samples into two subsets, either with different RTwe (weekend risetime) or with different
MTsc (sleep corrected weekend midway time), and 27 paired samples representing two distinct chronotypes (M- and E-types). See
also notes in Table 1, sizes of subsets in Table S1 and see mean (averaged over eight ages) sleep times in Tables 1, left, and 2.
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Figure 4. Sleep loss and time in bed in four-subset divisions in accord with time-lag.
(a)–(d) Sleep shortening; actual sleep loss; weekly average time in bed; weekday and weekend time in bed (the same variables as in
Figure 3) in samples sorted into four subsets, with the first division in accord with weekday risetime (<7:00>) and the second
division in accord with time lags (either 1 h < BTL > 1 h or 1.5 h < MTL > 1.5 h or 2 h < RTL > 2 h). See also sizes of subsets in Table
S2 and sleep times in Tables S7–S9.
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throughout the week despite the termination of
sleep on weekdays prior to its expected spontaneous termination. Ideally, a long spontaneously
terminated sleep might be observed only at one of
seven nights, between the last working/school day
(Friday) and the first free day (Saturday) in the
condition when bedtime and risetime are determined exclusively by internal sleep-wake regulating mechanism (e.g. when people do not delay
voluntarily their bedtime in the Friday evening).
Because sleep in the previous nights was terminated earlier (weekday wakeups), sleep curtailment
equals to the difference between weekend and
weekday wakeups, that is risetime-lag (Figure 1c),
and when this lag is expressed as percentage to
total time in bed predicted for Friday-Saturday
night, that is the difference between weekday bedtime and weekend risetime, this estimate reveals
the amount of actually lost sleep (Tables 1–4,
S3–S20).
Figure 2 illustrates the strength of relationships
between time-lags, sleep phase and such an actual
sleep loss. In particular, the correlation analysis
suggested that sleep shortening (reduction of
time in bed on weekdays) was unrelated to bedtime-lag but, in contrast, it was very closely related
to risetime-lag. This risetime-lag, in turn, demonstrated almost functional relationship with actual
sleep loss in accord with the prediction of the
model (Figure 2c). For example, when a risetimelag was small, e.g. just 1 h, this lag suggested
a relatively small sleep curtailment, but, nevertheless, even such a 1-h risetime-lag corresponded to,
at least, 10% weekday sleep loss. When risetimelag was large, e.g. 2 h, weekday sleep loss was
doubled (i.e. as many as 20% of expected time in
bed was lost on weekdays).
Moreover, significant but less strong relationship
with sleep loss was shown by such sleep phase measure as risetime on weekends, RTwe (Figure 2f).
When, on average, wakeup occurred at 9 a.m., the
same 20% of expected time in bed was lost, and when
risetime was set at 10:30, this resulted in almost 30%
sleep loss. In overall, the estimates of actual sleep loss
suggested dramatic increasing in sleep loss with
delaying sleep phase on free days and, consequently,
with increasing time-lag (social jetlag).
Table 3 summaries the differences between pairs
of subsets representing earlier and later sleep

phases as indicated by Type, RTwe and MTsc and
smaller and larger social jetlag as estimated with
such measures as RTL, MTL and BTL.
Additionally, Figure 3 and Supplementary Figures
S1–S4 illustrate the relationships of such division
with age. The results fully confirmed the results of
correlation analysis indicating (1) a profound loss
of sleep even in people of M-type characterized by
advanced weekend sleep timing and small social
jetlag and (2) a dramatic increase in sleep loss in
people of E-type with delayed sleep timing on
weekend and large social jetlag. Depending upon
measure, the difference between subsets in actual
sleep loss varied from 6% to 11% (p < 0.001 for
any of six comparisons).
For example, M-type was associated with losing,
on average, 16% of time in bed whereas E-type was
associated with loosing 10% more time (Tables 1
and 3). This implies that more than a quarter,
26%, of sleep was lost by people of late types
(Table 1). The loss was even higher for some of
ages, for instance, approximately a third of total
sleep duration in late adolescence (Figure 3).
Time in bed in relation to later sleep phase and
larger time-lag

However, a different and, to our mind, much less
realistic picture was painted when sleep curtailment was measured in the traditional way, as the
difference in time in bed between subsets with
different Type, RTwe, MTsc, RTL, MTL and BTL
(Table 3 and Figures 3, S1–S4). The difference
between subsets was mostly nonsignificant. When
it was, sometimes, significant, it indicated
a shorter sleep in subsets representing early chronotype (or weekend sleep times) and smaller timelag, e.g. in the case of early RTwe and smaller BTL
(Tables 1, 3 and S5, and Figures 3 and S2).
Even more, weekday time in bed was also found
to be significantly shorter in the subset with smaller BTL despite earlier sleep phase (Table 3).
Figures 3 and S1–S4 illustrate statistically significant interaction of weekday time in bed with age.
This interaction suggested that, when the difference between subsets was nonsignificant, it can be
explained by a linear relationship between age and
weekday time in bed. Interaction term in the
results of MANOVAs gave F7/304 = 5.4, p < 0.001,
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F7/304 = 3.4, p < 0.001, F7/304 = 2.9, p < 0.01, F7/304
= 2.9, p < 0.01 and F7/304 = 4.3, p < 0.001 for
interaction of RTwd with RTwe, MTsc, RTL, MTL
and BTL, respectively (e.g. Figures 3, S2 and S4),
and interaction term in the results of rANOVA
yielded F7/19 = 3.2, p = 0.02 for interaction of RTwd
with Type. For instance, Figure S1 shows that
weekday time in bed in M-types (with later weekend sleep times and larger social jetlag) was longer
only in younger ages to become shorter in older
ages.
Thus, these results suggested that, compared to
people with earlier sleep phase and smaller time-lag,
people with later sleep phase and larger time-lag did
not spend in bed, in overall, less time than the
opposing types, even on weekdays (Table 3). As for
weekly average time in bed (Tables 3 and 4), they
tended to stay in bed even longer, namely, longer on
13, 10 and 20 min as indicated by the estimates of
RTwe, MTL and BTL, respectively (p < 0.001 for all).

Time in bed and actual sleep loss in relation to
early wakeups

The estimates of actual sleep loss and weekly average time in bed were in a better agreement in the
results of comparison of two subsets with earlier
and later RTwd. They indicated that earlier weekday wakeups significantly increased sleep loss and
significantly decreased time in bed (Tables 1, 3
and 4).
However, such an increase in sleep loss due to
earlier rather than later weekday wakeups was
found to be relatively small (2%) in comparison
with the described above sleep losses caused by
early weekday wakeups per se that reached
15–16% in samples with earlier sleep phase and
23–24% in samples with later sleep phase (Type,
RTwe and MTsc). Similarly, in samples with smaller
and larger time-lags such a sleep loss reached
14–17% and 23–25%, respectively (RTL, MTL
and BTL). Moreover, an increase in sleep loss
due to earlier rather than later weekday wakeups
was rather small when compared to the difference
between the subsets of these samples obtained by
the division in accord with their earlier-later sleep
phase and smaller-larger time-lag (6–10% and
6–11%, respectively).
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In contrast, weekly average time in bed demonstrated a relatively large significant reduction (23
min or 5%) compared to the described above
difference either between earlier and later sleep
phases or between smaller and larger time-lags.
They were mostly nonsignificant and, when significant, suggested the opposite direction compared to the direction of reduction of weekly
average time in bed with up to 13 min shorter
time in bed in samples with earlier phase and up
to 20 min smaller time-lag in samples with smaller
time-lag (Tables 3 and 4).
None of three-way MANOVAs revealed significant interaction between two factors “Subset”
when further division of two subsets of RTwd
(before and after 7 a.m.) into two smaller subsets
was performed to differential samples on sleep
phase and time-lag, (RTwd vs. RTwe, MTsc and vs.
RTL, MTL, BTL, respectively). Figure 4 illustrates
these results indicating that earlier wakeups produced identical effects on samples characterized
either by earlier and later sleep phases or by smaller and large time-lags (Tables S4, S7–S11, S16 and
S17). Such results, in particular, suggested that
none of two chronotypes benefited more from
later wakeups and any chronotype suffered from
sleep curtailment caused by shifting wakeups on
an earlier clock hour. The results were similar
when the difference between types was measured
either as actual sleep loss or as reduction of weekly
average time in bed (Tables S4, S10, S11 and S17).
Time in bed and actual sleep loss in “natural
experiments”

Sleep times in samples of school age students
provided possibility to compare the effects of earlier wakeups, either by comparing with sleep times
of later ages when weekday risetimes significantly
delayed (Lund et al. 2010; Urner et al. 2009) or by
comparing with holidays (Warner et al. 2008) and
delayed school start times (Arrona-Palacios and
Díaz-Morales 2018; Arrona-Palacios et al. 2015;
Boergers et al. 2014; Brandalize et al. 2011;
Carissimi et al. 2016; Lima et al. 2002; Peixoto
et al. 2009; Perkinson-Gloor et al. 2013). In overall,
they confirmed the results of comparison of the
impact of early and late RTwd on actual sleep loss
and weekly average time in bed (Table 4).
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However, the attending school in early hours was
associated with larger and significant sleep loss
whereas the reduction of time in bed was much
smaller (Tables 4, S6, right, S12, S14, S15, S17,
right, S18 and S20). Moreover, it was not noted
in any of pairs of samples/subsets and, most
importantly, it was always found to be nonsignificant (Tables 4, S6, right, S14, S17, right, S18
and S20).
Thus, the results of these “natural experiments”
revealed significant actual loss of sleep but did not
provide evidence for significant decrease in weekly
average time in bed in students of school age as
compared to the students of older age and students
of the same age attending school in later hours.
Six studies provided possibility of comparison
of seasonally of sleep times under observing DST
and ST (Friborg et al. 2012; Johnsen et al. 2013; Lo
et al. 2014; Lowden et al. 2018; Miller et al. 2010;
Shochat et al. 2019). In overall, this dataset does
not support the expectation of a significant sleep
loss and a significant reduction of weekly average
time in bed due to the observing DST (Tables S13,
S14, S19 and S20). It only allows the conclusion
that the effects of DST seemed to be weaker than
the effects of early school start times (Table 4).
The only “natural experiment” allowing the
direct comparison of samples collected during perennial DST and perennial ST was provided in
a study of school students in northern regions of
Russia (Borisenkov et al. 2016). Our estimates
suggested that weekly average time in bed was
nonsignificantly reduced under DST (only by
1%). Actual sleep loss was larger, 5%, but not as
large as the permanent sleep curtailment caused,
presumably, by early school times, either 36% or
31% during perennial DST and perennial ST,
respectively (Tables 4, S15, S19 and S20).
Discussion
We tested here the hypotheses that, throughout
a 7-day week consisting of 5 working/school days
and 2 free days, E-types (with later sleep timing on
free days and larger social jetlag) (1) sleep less
than M-types (with earlier sleep timing on free days
and smaller social jetlag) and (2) are expected to
additionally lose more sleep in response to earlier
weekday wakeups, in particular, when observing

perennial DST. The answers mostly disagreed one
with another when provided by applying the traditional and presented here approaches to estimation
of sleep curtailment (by calculating the difference in
weekly average time in bed and as the difference
between weekend and weekday risetimes divided
on the difference between weekend risetime and
weekday bedtime).
First, no evidence for significant positive association of the amount of sleep loss with E-type, late
sleep timing on free days and larger social jetlag
was provided by the results of applying the traditional approach to measurement of sleep curtailment. Instead, a significant positive association
with M-type and larger social jetlag was shown
for some of six sleep phase and time-lag measures.
Do these results of answering to the question of
whether E-types sleep less than M-types allow the
conclusion that any concerns about vulnerability
of E-type (or late sleep timing or large social jetlag)
to sleep curtailment and health problems would be
ill-advised? The answer seems to be no after applying the proposed here approach to quantification
of actual sleep losses. These estimates suggested
that, irrespective of whether we are M- or
E-types, our usual work/school schedules might
be harming our sleep and health. Besides, E-types
seem to be more than M-types vulnerable to such
effects. They have a higher percentage of lost sleep
due to a larger weekend-weekday difference in
sleep times. For example, empirical results supported the model prediction that actual sleep loss
doubles, from 10% to 20%, due to an increase of
the weekend-weekday risetime difference (risetime-lag) from 1 to 2 h (Figure 2c).
Second, the answer to the question of
whether M-types compared to E-types expected
to lose fewer minutes of sleep when responding
to earlier weekday wakeups appeared to be less
dependent upon the applied approach to measurement of sleep curtailment. However, this answer
was no when it was provided by implication of any
approach. The results of our analysis suggested
that such responses were fully identical in samples
of either M- or E-chronotypes, with either earlier
or later weekend sleep times, and with either smaller or larger time-lag. Therefore, neither chronotype nor sleep timing on free days nor social jetlag
would influence the amount of sleep lost due to
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a shift from later to earlier wakeups, in particular,
when ST would be ended for establishing yearround DST.
The comparison of two conditions of “natural
experiments” provided further evidence for the
difference between two approaches to calculation
of sleep curtailment. Some of these results based
on traditional approach were again found to be
rather paradoxical.
For instance, at school age a time-lag was found
to be very large due to early school start times but
it became significantly smaller either after shifting
school start time on later hours or after leaving
school in a later age. Despite this, evidence for
significant sleep curtailment was not provided by
comparing weekly average time in bed reported by
students of school age with weekly average time in
bed reported by university/college students or by
comparing time in bed before and after a shift of
school start time on later hours. Similar results
were provided by the comparison of samples
from two neighboring ages, 16+ and 18+. Such
lack of evidence for sleep curtailment contradicted
to the general concern about the epidemic of sleep
deprivation among adolescents (i.e. when schedules maintained during the school year are
resulted in insufficient and ill-timed sleep). For
instance, this epidemic was recognized in many
postindustrial societies with different cultural traditions (see Carskadon 2011; Gradisar et al. 2011;
Hagenauer et al. 2009). However, when actual
sleep loss was estimated in accord with the proposed here approach, the general results of such
“natural experiments” pointed at an extremely
large sleep curtailment. It is important to emphasize that only the model-based simulation allowed
the introduction of this estimate capable to
uncover the dramatic permanent sleep curtailment
caused by early school times (e.g. it might exceed
one third of the total weekday night sleep duration
expected in the case of its spontaneous rather than
forced termination).
Results on the estimates obtained in “natural
experiments” under seasonal switching between
DST and ST did not yield a significant curtailment
of sleep. Such results were obtained irrespective of
the method of calculation of sleep curtailment and
it was not a surprise. Such studies cannot separate
two opposing effects observed under DST. The
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first is an increase in actual sleep loss due to earlier
wakeups in summer and the second is a seasonal
reduction of sleep duration in this season. Such
reduction was, for instance, demonstrated in
a current study of population in Japan that does
not observe DST (Hashizaki et al. 2018). It is
important to note that, even when researchers
are sampling sleep times under exactly the same
photoperiods (e.g. only in certain days of spring
and fall), these sleep times remains to be incomparable due to the difference in aftereffects of
exposure to short and long photoperiods in the
previous winter and summer months, respectively.
Only two samples that were collected in northern regions of Russia allowed the direct comparison of perennial DST with the following perennial
ST. The comparison did not reveal an essential
reduction of weekly average time in bed.
Although it yielded 5% sleep loss, such a loss was
relatively small compared to loss caused by early
school start times in both conditions. In general,
the changes in social clocks in Russia during the
last 10 years can be considered a “natural experiment”. However, its results seem to be also inconclusive. Perennial DST was introduced by
a Russian president (Medvedev) in March 2011
to be observed until October 2014 when another
president from this tandem (Putin) introduced
perennial ST. Therefore, if someone would suggest
that there was any misunderstanding around the
terms “winter time” and “summer time” in
Russian population, there was enough time to
feel the difference, both before and after
October 2014. Meanwhile, as soon as in summer
2015, several regional parliaments adopted the
lows suggesting the return of their regions back
to perennial DST (i.e. by adding one to the current
number of their time zones). In the last 4 years
(2015–2018), 11 regional parliaments, including
the parliament of Novosibirsk region, voted for
such a return, and it seems that this process will
be continued in the nearest future. Paradoxically,
currently in Moscow and Novosibirsk that are the
first and third largest cities of Russia located at
similar latitudes (55.7°N and 55.0°N), sunrise and
sunset on March 15 occur at 6:45 and 18:31 and at
7:44 and 19:30, respectively.
Let us imagine that the difference in weekly
average time in bed was accurately estimated
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during winter months with ST and during summer
months with DST by those millions of respondents
from an EU public international consultation who
voted for year-round “winter time” (European
Commission 2018). In overall, the result of such
estimates would be misguided. They would fail to
reveal (1) any consistent difference between DST
and ST due to seasonal shortening of sleep duration in summer; (2) a large amount of sleep lost
due to usual work/school schedules during both
DST and ST; (3) a large difference between M- and
E-types in this permanent sleep loss. Further, the
comparisons that traditionally rely on calculation
of weekly average time in bed would lead them to
the conclusion that sleep lost by E-types with later
weekend risetimes and larger bedtime-lag during
the week is larger than that lost by M-types with
earlier weekend risetimes and smaller bedtime-lag.
Finally, let us imagine that they carefully read the
paper of Borisenkov et al. (2016) with the only
published results of direct comparison of sleep
times under year-round DST and year-round ST.
They can see in this paper’s table that the estimates
of weekly average sleep duration were identical for
samples collected under perennial DST and perennial ST.
If someone would ask a lay person about his/her
personal experience, he/she would confirm that
runs short of sleep during the week due to
extended wakefulness after the scheduled early
wakeups. When Saturday comes, that person feels
he/she needs for extra hours of sleep at FridaySaturday and Saturday-Sunday nights to get back
to optimal condition and, doing so, he/she successfully catches up on lost sleep throughout just
two weekend nights to be able, finally, to go back
to feeling normal. However, conventional wisdom
would not always be right, even when supported
by the accurate estimations of weekly average sleep
duration and careful reading scientific reports.
Our simulation (Figure 1) suggested that people
do not sleep the extra time they lost during workdays. Instead, their sleep is mostly of normal and
optimal duration during two weekend nights
whereas their sleep curtailment during workday
is even larger than that provided by calculating
the difference between weekend and weekday
sleep durations. Therefore, we proposed the estimates of sleep loss that accounted for predictions

of a sleep-wake regulatory model and allowed the
uncovering a profound negative influence of our
usual work/school schedules on weekday sleep
duration and, hence, on health.
There are several limitations of the applied
method of estimation of sleep curtailment. Only
a small fraction of the samples was collected from
actigraphic studies of sleep times. We previously
showed that one of four sleep times, namely weekend risetime, might be overestimated for some of
the samples (Putilov and Verevkin 2018; Putilov
et al. 2019). Moreover, we modified the previously
proposed measures of sleep phase and social jet lag
by direct utilization of bed- and risetimes rather
than sleep onsets and offsets for their calculation.
The major reasons for this modification of the
previously proposed estimates were the following.
First, the authors of most of publications did not
report sleep latencies. Second, since the authors of
the vast majority of publications collected sleep
times from either questionnaire self-reports or
sleep diaries, it is hard to imagine that way by
which these sleep latencies were self-measured by
study participants. Third, in order to calculate
most of the estimates, it was necessary to subtract
one latency from another, at least, twice. For
example, one latency was subtracted from another
to obtain a weekend-weekday difference for each
sample and then one of the obtained differences in
sleep latency was subtracted from another difference in sleep latency to calculate a difference in
this difference between two subsets of samples.
Therefore, it is unlikely that our estimates might
be significantly challenged even in the case of the
existence of small (i.e. few minutes) difference
between self-reported sleep latencies.
In conclusion, we proposed here a model-based
approach for calculation of sleep curtailment
caused by earlier weekday wakeups (e.g. due to
observing perennial DST). Unlike the difference
in time in bed, the suggested measure allows the
estimation of actual sleep loss without comparison
of samples in two conditions. Our estimates relying on this new methodology suggested that (1)
neither chronotype nor weekend sleep times nor
social jetlag can influence the change in sleep
duration after an advancing shift of weekday
wakeups, (2) E-type with later weekend sleep
times and larger social jetlag is associated with
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a very large sleep loss and (3) our usual work/
school schedules are the causes of an essential
sleep loss even in M-types with early weekend
sleep times and small social jetlag. Compared to
this loss, an additional loss due to switching from
ST to perennial DST are expected to be relatively
small. The traditional way of calculation of sleep
loss leads to rather paradoxical conclusions, e.g.
(1) that sleep loss is larger when social jetlag is
smaller, not larger, (2) that sleep loss is larger
when weekend sleep times are earlier, not later,
(3) that sleep in school students attending school
in early hours is not shorter than sleep in school
students attending school in later hours or in
college/university students practicing a 1-h later
wakeups, etc.
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